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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis borrows Susan Sontag’s analysis of “illness as metaphors” and 

discussed three different disease-related metaphors appeared in China’s New Life 

Movement: disease as a metaphor of invaders; disease as a metaphor of Chinese 

traditional family; disease as a metaphor of national crisis. By analyzing how these 

metaphors were used by the state and the Kuomintang government, this thesis studies 

the increasing intervention of the state’s power in people’s everyday life experience, 

the changing concepts of hygiene, disease, and body, as well as the relationships 

between the state and the individual in the New Life Movement.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1934, the Japanese invasion of China had intensified. Conflicts between the 

Kuomintang government and the Communist party also deepened. The Kuomintang 

government launched the New Life Movement in the city Nanchang, Jiangxi province 

in China in order to eliminate domestic and foreign challenges, reverse the political 

situation, and finally revitalize the country. Soon afterwards, the movement quickly 

spread to many provinces around China and did not come to an end until 1949. The 

New Life Movement had been designed by the Kuomintang government to recover 

Chinese traditional Confucian moralities such as “propriety, righteousness, integrity, 

and the sense of shame” (li yi lian chi), and to use these moralities as a framework for 

regulating the daily life and social behaviors of citizens. Through a series of 

campaigns, the government planned to abolish all unhealthy thoughts, practices, 

habits and fashions in its people’s everyday life. At the same time, the government 

appealed Chinese people to live a new life which is “orderly, clean, simple and plain” 

(zheng qi, qing jie, jian dan, pu su), and plant to transform them into modern citizens 

in a civilized country. According to the Kuomintang government, the ultimate purpose 

of the movement was to save and rejuvenate the nation. In Chinese history up to 1934, 

there had been no governmental effort of similar size and organization. The scope and 

methods of the New Life Movement made this government effort one of the most 

intriguing events of the Republican era (1912–1949).1 

                                                             
1 Lane Harris, New Life Movement, 2009, Berkshire Encyclopedia of China: Modern and Historic 

Views of the World’s Newest and Oldest Global Power 

<http://literati.credoreference.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/content/entry/berkchina/new_life_mov

ement/0> (accessed April 28, 2015).  
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Many scholars from America, Japanese, Taiwan and mainland China have all 

discussed the history and the importance of the New Life Movement. The piror 

research mostly focused on the macroscopic perspectives of the movement and 

examined Chinese political systems, state institutions, and state ideologies. For 

example, Arif Dirlik and Lloyd E. Eastman related the movement to totalitarianism 

and fascism2; Frederic Wakeman analyzed the connections between the ideologies of 

the New Life Movement and Neo-Confucianism in the Song and Ming dynasties to 

explain how the government used traditional philosophies to mobilize its citizens3; 

However, scholars in mainland China, and most likely because of ideological reasons, 

held negative attitudes towards this movement and tended to discuss the causes of its 

failure4.   

There has been a shift in recent years, as more and more Chinese and Western 

scholars tried to analyze the New Life Movement from a new perspective. They 

started from the history of human body and viewed the movement as “an experiment 

in which the Kuomintang government tried to adapt populations to the challenges in 

modern times with a directed effort to educate especially in the areas of medical 

treatment provided to Chinese people’s bodies” 5 . For example, Jinlin Hwang 

                                                             
2  Arif Dirlik, “The Ideological Foundations of the New Life Movement: A Study in 

Counterrevolution,” Journal of Asian Studies, 34:4 (1975): 945–980; Lloyd E. Eastman, The Abortive 

Revolution: China Under Nationalist Rule, 1927-1937 (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 

1974).  

3 Frederic Wakeman, Jr. "A Revisionist View of the Nanjing Decade: Confucian Fascism,” The China 

Quarterly, 150:150 (1997): 395-432. 

4 Wen Bo, Chong jian he fa xing: Nanchang shi xin sheng huo yun dong yan jiu: 1934-1935 (Beijing: 

Xue yuan chu ban she, 2006); Guan Zhigang, Xin sheng huo yun dong yan jiu (Shenzhen: Hai tian chu 

ban she, 1999).  

5 Ruicong Duan, "Ping shentingyingfu zhu Jiao yang shen ti de zheng zhi: Zhong guo guo min dang de 
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borrowed Foucault’s analysis of “discipline” and discussed how the movement 

influenced the individual’s body by examining the health policies, fashion reforms, 

and military systems6; Hideo Fukamachi, Duan Ruicong and other Japanese scholars 

put forward the concept of “body politic” and focused more attention oo how the state 

reforms its citizens’ appearances, behaviors, and public consciousness of body7. Such 

scholarship gives us examples of how to discuss the history from the perspective of 

body and disease. Meanwhile, these scholarships not only focused on the general 

thoughts and systems, but also examined the actual practice of the New Life 

Movement at the basic level of the society. Therefore, these body-focused studies 

effectively fill research gaps and avoid the limitations of traditional research on the 

New Life Movement. 

In my thesis, I want to take advantages of such new scholarships on the New Life 

Movement, especially those studies focused on the perspective of body history. I plan 

to discuss the increasing intervention of state’s power in individual’s everyday life 

experience and reinterpret the history of the New Life Movement by analyzing the 

discourses of disease in this movement during this historical period. In my opinion, 

this approach is both important and interesting in order to discuss the New Life 

Movement from the perspective of disease. 

                                                                                                                                                                               

xin sheng huo yun dong," The Journal of Studies of China's Resistance War Against Japan, 4 (2013): 

136-140. 

6 Jinlin Hwang, “Chou guai de zhuang ban: Xin sheng huo yun dong de zheng lue fen xi,” Taiwan 

shehui yanjiu jikan (Taiwan: A radical quarterly in social studies), 30 :6 (1998): 163-203. 

7 Fukamachi Hideo. “Shenti meixue, gonggong yishi, yu xinshenghuo yundong”. In Zhonghua minguo 

shi yanjiu sanshi nian (Thirty-year research on the history of Republican China), edited by the Institute 

of Modern History, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 2 (2008): 568-583; Duan Ruicong. Shō 

Kaiseki to shin seikatsu undo (Tokyo: Keio University Press, 2006). 
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First, the prevention of disease constituted a significant part in the 

implementation process about the New Life Movement. Although the New Life 

Movement appealed Chinese people recover and observe traditional moralities in their 

daily life, in actual implementation process the government used most of its energies 

to correct and reform the people’s hygiene habits. During the movement, the 

government’s hygiene policies, the posters of epidemic prevention and immunization, 

the studies of the vaccine, and the newspaper and magazine articles focused on 

national health, bacteria and infectious disease, as well as the hygiene educations in 

school textbooks were all emerged one after another. The centerpieces of the New 

Life Movement were long lists of hygienic do’s and don’ts8. Among the various 

conventions and rules proposed by the government in the movement, nearly one thirds 

of them are related to hygiene and disease prevention9.  

According to Sean Hsiang-lin Lei, from the beginning of the New Life 

Movement, its concrete goal was not to recover traditinal moralities but to help people 

establish good hygiene habits that were “clean” (qing jie) and “well-disciplined”(gui 

ju). Such habits included “use the public chopsticks” (shi yong gong gong kuai zi), 

“do not split everywhere” (bu sui di tu tan), and “swat and eradicate the mosquitoes” 

(wen zi yao pu mie). For the organizers and drivers of the New Life Movement, such a 

focus on these seemingly trivial hygiene habits did not indicate the deviations of the 

movement. Instead, there is high likelihood that the concern of hygiene habits was a 

                                                             
8 Ruth Rogaski, Hygienic Modernity: Meanings of Health and Disease in Treaty-Port China, 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 238. 
9 Zhen Chao. "Xin sheng huo yun dong yu kang jian." Kang jian za zhi 5 (1934): 8-9. 
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strategy made intentionally by the organizers10. As a result, I think it is very necessary 

to understand the importance of models of disease and hygiene promoted by the New 

Life Movement and to analyze the relationships of these models to the movement’s 

political goals.  

Second, in sociology and anthropology, disease is usually more than a simple 

physiological phenomenon. Generally, disease is conceptualized as a complex product 

of culture and society, but closely related to history, politics and ideologies. In recent 

years, more and more scholarships has started to analyze China’s history and efforts to 

modernize by examining the history of disease and hygiene. Medical practices and 

hygiene polices are one of the most efficient ways used by the state and individuals to 

reaffirm one’s identity and subjectivity. As a result, through studying the New Life 

Movement from the disease perspective, I can achieve a new understanding of 

Chinese culture, history and society.  

Before I started working on this research project, my original intent was to avoid 

the limitations of official discourse and study the New Life Movement from an 

individual perspective. In particular, I attempted to re-examine the complex and 

dynamic relationships between the people and the state by focusing not only on 

official files, but also on a large number of unofficial archives such as personal diaries, 

memoirs, and letters. In this way, I assumed that my research project would 

concentrate on building a “miniature history” in contrast to the traditional “gigantic 

history”, which is constituted of official materials, macroscopic political systems and 

                                                             
10 Sean Hsiang-lin Lei, "Habituating the Four Virtues: Ethics, Family, and the Body in the 

Anti-Tuberculosis Campaigns and the New Life Movement (Xi guan cheng si wei)," Bulletin of the 

Institute of Modern History Academia Sinica 74 (2011): 133-177.  
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policies, and also emphasize the individual’s voices, resistances and experiences in 

this movement.  

However, when I began to deal with various texts and documents in the New 

Life Movement, I soon realized that research from an individual aspect would be 

difficult, especially from the perspective of recovering ordinary people’s voices that 

murmured from their bodies. For one thing, the documentation of individual 

resistance and adaption of the movement’s models of improving hygiene habits are 

difficult to define. Novels, films, and newspaper articles can reflect both official and 

individual voices. Personal diaries, letters, and memoirs are usually considered as 

individual sources, but even these must by treated with a certain care. For various 

reasons, it would be very challenging for me to access the unofficial archives about 

the New Life Movement. Most historical materials I found from libraries and as well 

as in databases are official files and archives that represent public opinions. These 

materials include government’s speeches and reports, the documents of the hygiene 

department and slogans of the movement, school textbooks, and public comments and 

statements. 

 As a result, I decided to change my research direction slightly. Instead of 

analyzing the mutual relationships between individual and state as well as the 

individual resistance, the research I conducted focused more on official and public 

discourses. Using this approach, I could study how government and New Life 

Movement leaders tried to impact its citizen’s everyday life, reshape their 

understandings of disease, body, and the nation. However, that the research analyses I 
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conducted did not lose sight of the fact that the Kuomintang government was not the 

only participant in the movement; Communist party and many other political powers 

also played significant roles in the complex dynamics of this time period (1934-1949). 

To create a rigorous analytical framework, I borrowed Susan Sontag’s analysis of 

“illness as metaphor”. As will be discussed in more detail below, Sontag developed a 

conceptualization of illness as metaphor, from which I could then examine three 

different metaphors of disease in the context of the New Life Movement: (1) disease 

as a metaphor of invaders; (2) disease as a metaphor of Chinese traditional family; 

and (3) disease as a metaphor of national crisis. These three kinds of metaphors 

provide an analytical framework in which I can discuss several questions: how these 

metaphors produced a common sense of recognition, how they intended to reconstruct 

Chinese people’s body, and finally, how these metaphors helped to build the 

relationships between the people and the government in the New Life Movement. 
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THREE METAPHORS OF DISEASE IN THE NEW LIFE MOVEMENT 

In her work Illness as Metaphor, Susan Sontag discussed “the uses of illness as a 

figure or metaphor”11 in everyday life experience. She analyzed in detail how the 

views of disease have changed from a simple physiological phenomenon, to a 

complex symbol that can express moral criticism and political attitudes. For example, 

in the beginning of her book, Sontag argued that tuberculosis and cancer were used as 

a series of metaphors in different cultural and historical backgrounds. As one example, 

consider tuberculosis. People suffering from tuberculosis (TB) usually had “rosy 

checks”12 and deceptive liveliness. Consequently, in the Romantic Movement, TB 

was considered as a disease that could highlight the life and spirit as well as provide 

an easy, refined, dread death. At the same time, TB also reminds people of the result 

of a poor, unhealthy lifestyle and so the disease can be viewed as a metaphor of the 

dark side of modern metropolis. 

As another example, cancer often is equated to death in present society. It gives 

people feelings that are both of ominous and disgusting. The common fear of death 

makes cancer patients become unconsciously demoralized and “humiliated by fear 

and agony”13. Sontag emphasized that the different metaphors that people have 

imposed on disease reflect not only “our shallow attitude toward death” and “our 

anxieties about feeling”14, but also the inadequacies of both the state and citizens 

when they try to construct a particular society while overwhelmed by the “justified 

                                                             
11 Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978), 3. 
12 Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, 13 
13 Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, 17 
14 Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, 87 
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fears of the increasingly violent course of history”15. Therefore, my research analyzed 

disease metaphors in our culture, in order to better understand the politics, culture, 

and ideology of a specific historical period.  

Although Sontag examined cultures, economies, and ideologies particularly of 

Western societies, I think the idea of “illness as metaphor” can also be used to discuss 

the disease discourses within Chinese historical and political contexts. In traditional 

Chinese medicine, the notions of body and disease have already closely connected to 

broader forces such as society and ecology. In the famous Chinese medical text Inner 

Canon of the Yellow Emperor (Huang di nei jing), the human body is compared to a 

political system which needs to be ruled and regulated. “The heart is the official 

functioning as ruler”, “The lung is the official functioning as chancellor and mentor”16. 

Disease is not only caused by physiological reasons, but also reflects political and 

social turmoil and darkness. In modern and contemporary China, disease and body 

discourses reflect a mix of traditional Chinese and Western medical knowledge. In 

this context of change, the concept of disease and the metaphors used to describe 

disease are worth much more attentions.  

In the New Life Movement, the discourse of disease and hygiene appears 

throughout government documents, newspaper articles, novels and films. Disease 

entered the realm of politics and ethnology, became a set of metaphors that could be 

used to attack domestic and foreign enemies, control ideologies, make people approve 

                                                             
15 Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, 87 
16 Paul U. Unschuld and Hermann Tessenow, Huang Di Nei Jing Su Wen : An Annotated Translation of 

Huang Di’s Inner Classic – Basic Questions, Volumes 1 (Berkeley, CA, USA: University of California 

Press, 2011), 155. 
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the rule of government, and construct “imagined communities”. In the following 

chapters, I will analyze three different disease metaphors that appeared in various 

texts in the New Life Movement. I will first explain the unique functions and the 

importance of these metaphors, and then use these metaphors as examples, analyze 

the intervention of state’s power in individual’s life in the New Life Movement.   

Disease as a Metaphor of Invaders 

In a magazine article entitled “The War between Human and Bacteria (Ren jun 

zhan zheng)” published in 1937, the author offered us a detailed introduction on 

germs and virus transmission. The metaphors the author used to describe disease and 

bacteria in this article possess distinctive features that are worth examining. For 

example, 

细菌在动物体内，找到了适宜的环境，便从寄主身上吸收它需要的原料……

动物因此就得了病，虽然如此，动物身体并非轻易的任人割据，而是取了积极抵

抗的态度的。17 

(Once bacterium finds an appropriate environment inside the animal’s body, then 

it will assimilate the materials it needs from the host…and thus the animal gets ill. 

Even so, the animal’s body is not something that can be easily divided and occupied 

by others18; instead, it adopts an attitude to resistant positively.) 19    

少数的细菌侵入体内，很快就被体内种种防御的军士所缴械。20 

                                                             
17 Yan Renying. "Ren jun zhan zheng." Yi shi gong lun 4:6 (1937): 14. 
18 During Late Qing dynasty and Republican period, the phrase “be divided and occupied by others” 

(ren ren ge ju) were usually used to describe the situation that China were aggressed by Western 

imperialist powers and became a semi-colonial, semi-feudal country.  
19 In this thesis, all the English sentences and paragraphs that appear below the original Chinese texts 

are translated by me.  
20 Yan "Ren jun zhan zheng.", 15 
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(Few bacteria invade into the body, soon after they are disarmed by all kinds of 

defensive soldiers inside the body.) 

这种血球能包围吞食细菌，在被传染的部分，常常有很多的白血球与细胞抗

战。21 

(This kind of blood cell can surround and swallow bacteria. In the infected parts, 

there are usually many white blood cells fighting against cells.) 

有的时候细菌来势汹汹，体内种种防御抵抗的作用，全归无效……这便是细

菌奏凯歌的时候。22 

(Sometimes bacteria come in full fury, various kinds of the defensive functions 

inside the body are all useless…this is the time when bacteria play the song of 

victory. ) 

（细菌）像我们贵国芳邻一般，随时随地底想乘隙侵占进来，稍有放松，便

要得寸进尺，直到全胜。然而细菌为什么不是同样的攻击所有地人呢？芳邻为什

么只欺侮我们呢？一则是为离我们太近，二则是因为自己防御不周全。23 

(Bacteria are like our honorable country and good neighbor, want to seize the 

opportunity to invade and occupy us at all times and all places. If we slightly relax, 

they will reach for a yard after getting an inch until they win a complete victory. But 

why do bacteria not attack all human beings equally? Why will a good neighbor only 

humiliate us? On the one hand they are too close to us; on the other our defense is not 

comprehensive.) 

All these sentences reflect basic knowledge and common attitudes toward 

                                                             
21 Yan "Ren jun zhan zheng.",17 
22 Yan "Ren jun zhan zheng.",18 
23 Yan "Ren jun zhan zheng.",18 
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disease in Western modern medical science. Disease is produced when bacteria and 

germs enter human body. While some bacteria are essential factors to sustain life, 

their advantages to human health are often neglected. Therefore, most bacteria are 

believed to be evil, dangerous, unhealthy things that equated to disease and death. In 

addition, bacteria are often personified in medical and everyday descriptions. They 

have their own personalities and individualities. When they access the human body, 

they “come in full fury”, “reach for a yard after getting an inch”. Bacteria are 

compared to the “honorable country and good neighbor”, which is China’s 

enemy---Japanese invaders. The transmission of bacteria and disease are portrayed as 

enemies that “invade”, “divide and occupy”, and “humiliate” human bodies. The 

defensive cells inside body are said to be “soldiers” who resist enemies positively in 

the war against bacteria, while getting ill indicates bacteria win the war and “play the 

song of victory”. All these disease metaphors have military overtones if not directly 

use military terms. 

The extensive uses of military terms and metaphors in describing illness and 

bacteria were very common among historical archives of the New Life Movement. 

Many articles and comments about hygiene used the word “war” in their titles. For 

example, “The War between Human and Bacteria”, “The War Human and Bacteria 

Fight Each Other for Food (Ren jun zheng shi zhi zhan)”, “The War of Human and 

Bacteria (Ren yu xi jun zhi zhan)”. In these texts, the unhealthy, unclean Chinese 

society becomes a “battlefield” (zhan chang), and citizens who lived in this society 

were “surrounded by countless enemies” (bei wu shu di ren bao wei) yet “fight 
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strongly and bravely”(jian qiang ying yong de zai bo dou)24. In articles such as 

“Self-introduction of Typhoid Bacterium (shang han xi jun zhi zi shu)” and 

“Self-introduction of a Bacterium (yi ge xi jun de zi shu)”, authors made bacteria open 

their mouths and speak, rendered them unique personalities, and changed them into 

cultural signs and symbols. Although bacteria are too small to be seen without 

microscopes, they were “enemies of the country” (guo jia de dir en) 25 , and 

represented as “devil kings who kill without spilling blood” (sha ren bu jian xue de 

mo wang)26; the human body became the “colony” of bacteria; disease was viewed as 

bacterial invasion into body; while the most important mission was to reduce the 

transmission of disease and bacteria as well as “defend” (fang yu)27the body.  

In his work Sex, Culture and Modernity in China, Frank Dikötter pointed out that 

in the New Life Movement, metaphors such as “the body is a battlefield” were 

common. With the framing of bacteria as agents of ill-health, a military terminology 

of “assault”, “invasion of the organism” and “bodily defences” started to pervade 

medical representation of disease28; In fact, such military metaphors of disease were 

not unique in the New Life Movement; from the collective campaigns for hygiene and 

sanitations under the Kuomintang in the 1930s to the mass ideological mobilization 

under the communists (such as the anti-bacteriological warfare and the prevention of 

schistosomiasis in the 1950s), disease was portrayed as an enemy, and upon within 

                                                             
24 Dong Er. "Sheng huo zai bing jun zhong." Fu nv jie 3:7 (1941): 22-23. 
25 Gao Shiqi. "Ren jun zheng shi zhi zhan." Fu nv sheng huo 3:4 (1936): 31-39. 
26 Guo Chang. "Yu kou yu fang yi." Zhan shi yi zheng 3 (1938): 4-5. 
27 Gao Shiqi. "Xi jun zhan de fang yu." Zhong xue sheng 66 (1936): 149-60. 
28 Frank Dikötter, Sex, Culture and Modernity in China: Medical Science and the Construction of 

Sexual Identities in the Early Republican Period, (London: Hurst & Company, 1995), 124.  
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which fantasies of social decay and contamination could be projected29. In Illness as 

Metaphor, Sontag argued that military metaphors of disease were closely related to 

the development of modern Western medical science. With the identification of 

bacteria as agents of disease in the 1880s30, military metaphors were largely used in 

the medical field. While in the medical discourse of recent decades, cancer and AIDS 

are compared to the society’s enemies, and appear together with vocabularies that 

suggest battles and other militaristic connotations. However, I believe the disease 

metaphors in the New Life Movement possess their own particularities. More 

specifically, I think there is evidence that these disease metaphors are connected to the 

Sino-Japanese War and the Kuomintang’s suppression of the Communists during this 

same time period.  

Among disease metaphors in the New Life Movement, the figures of bacteria 

and Japanese invaders usually overlapped. In the article “The War between Human 

and Bacteria”, disease and bacteria were not compared to general enemies; they were 

particularly equated to “honorable country and good neighbor”, which indicated 

Japanese people. Similar expressions can be seen everywhere in newspapers and 

magazines. For example, 

值此非常时期，一方面，我们要向暴日抗战，一方面我们还要向恶菌抗战。

31 

(On the occasion of the time of emergency, on the one hand we will be resistant 

against aggressions of cruel Japanese, on the other hand we will be resistant against 

                                                             
29 Dikötter, Sex, Culture and Modernity in China, 124. 
30 Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, 66 
31 Liu Guangsheng. "Zhan shi fang yi," Zhan shi yi zheng 13 (1938): 2-3. 
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aggressions of evil germs. ) 

所以今日人菌之战，是人类占了优势…这刁滑丑恶倭菌有被消灭之望了。32 

(So in the current war between human and bacteria, it is human beings that take 

advantages…there is hope that these crafty, ugly Japanese bacteria33 can be wiped 

out. ) 

When the international situation became more and more turbulent, disease and 

bacteria were used not only as metaphors of Japanese, but also as metaphors for 

enemies of China in World War II as well as for imperialists. They were described as 

“accomplices” (bang xiong)34of imperialists and “fascist bacteria”35. It is believed that 

Chinese must “first eliminated the little devils (bacteria) and then strike down the big 

bastard (imperialism)” (xian xiao mie zhe xiao yuan jia, zai dap o na da huai dan)36.  

During the New Life Movement period, the conflicts between Kuomintang and 

the Communist party became gradually intensified. In mainstream official discourse, 

germs were also compared to communism. In an article called “Fighting to Eliminate 

Two Kinds of Germs (wei xiao mie liang zhong bing jun dou zheng)”, the author 

related communism to a disease that spread from the Third International to China. He 

soon claimed that communism “was similar to contagious bacterium, which is 

inapplicable to propagate in many climatic conditions”37. Therefore, we can conclude 

that the fight of disease in the New Life Movement had direct connections, in a 

                                                             
32 Gao, "Ren jun zheng shi zhi zhan", 38. 
33 The Chinese character 倭 (wo) is a disparaging word that has long been used to address Japanese 

people.  
34 Gao. "Xi jun zhan de fang yu.", 152 
35 Xia Yan. "Fa xi si xi jun," Wen yi sheng huo 3:3 (1942): 1-53. 
36 Gao. "Xi jun zhan de fang yu", 160. 
37 Zheng Zheng. "Wei xiao mie liang zhong bing jun dou zheng," Zhong jian 4:5 (1948): 6-12. 
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metaphorical sense, to the wars and conflicts in and outside China. 

As disease and bacteria became metaphors of Japanese invaders, imperialists, 

communism, and other government’s enemies, the discourses of how to “resist 

invaders” (yu kou) and “prevent disease” (fang yi) usually appeared together in the 

New Life Movement. One of the most noticeable examples is the narrations and 

imaginations of the “bacteriological warfare”. In this context, disease was completely 

equated to a war. Bacteria were not merely metaphors of the enemy; they indeed 

became the weapons that enemies used to invade China. However, descriptions about 

the bacteriological warfare within newspapers and magazines were usually blurred 

and indistinct. Some people claimed that Japanese enemies had already “used one 

hundred air planes to spread acute typhoid germs”38 to China and caused the death of 

many Chinese soldiers as well as ordinary people. However, some people indicated 

that bacteriological warfare could not exist at all because germs would die 

immediately after leaving the human body39. Still, others commented that although 

bacteriological warfare was against humanity and had already been prohibited in 

World War II, the Japanese might ignore international rules and launch the 

bacteriological warfare sooner or later. Moreover, even though many newspapers 

reported that Japanese bacteria warfare caused serious disease and death of Chinese 

people, none of them offered evidence that such disease in China was indeed due to 

Japanese invasions. Nonetheless, such vagueness did not prevent Chinese people’s 

detailed imaginings of bacteriological warfare. For example, in an article called “The 

                                                             
38 Liu, "Zhan shi fang yi", 2-3. 
39 Tian Jian. "Guan yu xi jun zhan." Xin dong fang 12 (1942): 559-60. 
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Resistant of Bacteriological Warfare (Xi jun zhan de fang yu)”, the author cited,  

他们（帝国主义者）可以假装做挑夫，挑了几十桶霍乱粪倒进我们江河的上

游去。或带了几十瓶的伤寒菌偷偷地倾入我们都市自来水的蓄水池里。或运了几

十箱病鼠，肩了几十担的病虫，到我国的内地去分送。40 

(They {imperialists) can disguise themselves as porter, carrying dozens of barrels 

of cholera excrement and pouring them into our rivers upstream. Or they can bring 

dozens of bottles containing typhoid bacteria and pour them into the tap water 

reservoirs in our cities. Or they can transport dozens of boxes of ill mice, carry dozens 

buckets of ill insects, and distributed them to the interior of our country.) 

Whether bacteriological warfare really existed in China became less important, 

the more important issue is the ordinary people’s attitudes toward such warfare after 

reading these descriptions. It is easy to find that the opinions about bacteriological 

warfare are very clear in historical archives in this period. Bacterial warfare is 

“extremely vicious and unimaginable” (qiong xiong e ji, bu ke si yi)41, which also 

reflected on the cruelness of the invaders. Many people even appealed to the 

government to give enemies a taste of their own medicines, and expected China 

launch the bacteriological warfare against Japan42. According to these descriptions, a 

lot of contagious diseases in China such as scarlet fever, plague, diphtheria, tetanus, 

malaria, and flu all came from bacteriological warfare. Therefore, these diseases were 

no longer simple pathological phenomenon; they were closely related to the nation’s 

                                                             
40 Gao. "Xi jun zhan de fang yu", 160. 
41 Zheng Linshu. "Er ci shi jie zhan zheng zhong xi jun zhan de ke wang." Zhe jiang qing nian 2:9 

(1936): 147-8. 
42 Gao. "Xi jun zhan de fang yu", 160. 
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fate. When disease became the metaphor of invaders, unhealthy and unhygienic 

behaviors not only were connected to personal habits and customs, but also turned 

into moral and political incorrectness.  

Disease as a Metaphor of Chinese Traditional Family 

In the New Life Movement, the various rules and laws set by the Kuomintang 

government focused on the area of citizen’s personal hygiene. However, these rules 

and laws also emphasized the correct living habits Chinese people and family units 

should follow. In newspapers and magazines, articles such as “Separate Meals and the 

New Life Movement (Fen shi yu xin sheng huo yun dong)”, “The New Life 

Movement and House Improvements (Xin sheng huo yun dong yu zhu zhai gai liang)”, 

and “The New Life Movement and Mottos of Manage Household (Xin sheng huo yun 

dong yu zhi jia ge yan)” all provided detailed information about the relationships 

between the movement and family hygiene. According to these materials, in a health 

family,  

男女老少，均应早起早睡，饮食以时…严禁保姆以口授物于婴儿。家长应严

禁未成年幼童吸烟饮酒43。 

(Men and women, old and young, all should get up and sleep early, eat and drink 

on time…it is strictly forbidden for the children’s nurse to feed the infants by mouth. 

Parents should strictly prohibit teenage children from smoking and drinking.) 

Habits and customs such as “feed the infants by mouth” and let the “teenage 

children smoke and drink” were all regarded as unhealthy, immoral, outdated 
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malpractices.As a result, such outdated practices became targets of the New Life 

Movement, which devoted itself to help the nation regain health. These specific health 

habits all took place in family environment. They were closely related to the complex 

structures, large population, and intimate relationships among family members within 

the Chinese traditional family. In order to create a new life that is “orderly, clean, 

simple and plain”, the government and commentators therefore harshly criticized 

Chinese families as well as their members’ ignorance about hygiene knowledge. For 

example, in a speech, Chiang Kai-shek pointed out that, 

普通的中国人没有几个人知道房子是怎样住的。就是洒扫，也只知道扫除房

子中间的一块。至于屋角或后门就不堪言状，堆满垃圾，布满尘土，甚至一年半

载没人去过问，听它发臭气生微菌。试问如此住宅安得不突发疾疫44。 

(Among ordinary Chinese people, few know how to live in a house. Even when 

they sweep and clean, they only knew to clean one piece of floor in the middle of the 

house. As for corners and backdoors, they are indescribable, piled up with junks, 

covered with dust. No one would ever concern these areas even for a year or so, let 

them stink and give birth to bacteria. It may well be asked that how could such house 

not produce diseases.) 

Another article described Chinese homes as astonishing, extremely disgusting 

places, while Chinese parents knew nothing about basic health knowledge, 

有些人说“中国的房子比不上外国人的厕所”。虽然这话说得过火一点，可是

事实也相差不远… 
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我们看见许多小孩子，在暑天的时候，满头生疮…可是做父母的，以为那是

难免的，不以为怪45。 

(Some people said, “Chinese houses cannot compare with foreigners’ toilets. 

Although their words have gone a little too far, the true situation is similar… 

We see many kids have their heads covered with sores in summer 

time…however their parents believe such things are unavoidable and should not be 

surprising. ) 

Another example relates specifically to food preparation and eating: 

常见家庭或店铺里的厨夫根本不知道清洁的道理。至于吃饭时候的盘、碗、

筷、勺等共同使用，这都是不合卫生的46。 

(Cooks in common families and stores simply do not understand the principles of 

hygiene. Therefore plates, bowls, chopsticks and spoons are shared by the whole 

family at meals. All these are not consistent with hygiene.) 

Among many historical materials and archives in the New Life Movement, 

Chinese traditional family was believed to be dirty and unhygienic. More seriously, it 

was portrayed as the main source of various diseases spread around China. Such 

opinions were not only supported by the Kuomintang government, but also became 

the common understandings in the society. Even the international medical field 

attributed many diseases to the bad habits and life styles in Chinese families. 

According to a foreign doctor named G. A. M. Hall who worked in Republican China, 

tuberculosis in China was a family disease, the idea was that tuberculosis was caused 
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by many bad habits in Chinese families, such as “infected and healthy people sleep in 

the same bed”47, the large number family members as well as the intimate contacts 

between adults and kids, and also between masters and servants. As a result, if one 

person get ill, the whole family could be infected. “From the wife to the husband, 

from the daughter to the son-in-law, from the son to the daughter-in-law” (cong qi dao 

fu, cong nv dao xu, cong zi dao xi), no one in the family can escape48. Some people 

also emphasized that because Chinese people rarely took baths and often drank 

unclean water in their families. Consequently, such people were susceptible to cholera. 

Claims were made that the unhygienic family environment was the main reason why 

Chinese people’s bodies were much weaker than foreigners’ and at the same time their 

death rate was the highest in the world49. 

In such a context, the family was not only the chief culprit that made Chinese 

society poor and Chinese people sick, but also became a synonym and metaphor of 

disease. In his article “Habituating the Four Virtues: Ethics, Family, and the Body in 

the Anti-Tuberculosis Campaigns and the New Life Movement”, Sean Hsiang-lin Lei 

pointed out that when the Chinese family was no longer the “warm harbor” and 

instead started to be a serious threaten to individual’s health and freedom (as 

described in the New Life Movement), every item and custom in the family would be 

involved in pathological changes---they became the concrete symbols of diseases. For 

                                                             
47 G. A. M. Hall. “Tuberculosis in China,” The British Journal of Tuberculosis 29:3 (1935): 132-144, 

especially p. 134. For more discussions about the bad family habits, see Sean Hsiang-lin Lei’s paper 
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the New Life Movement”. . 
48  Cang Lin. "Ti chang xin sheng huo he mie wang guo bing," Xin yi yao kan 19 (1934): 1-6.  
49 "Xin yun guang bo xuan chuan zhou gong zuo bao gao", 32-90. 
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example, the traditional Chinese heatable brick bed, or kang was an equivalent to the 

hotbed of germs and bacteria; the habit that kids slept in the same bed with their 

siblings was considered to be unhealthy and immoral, and therefore a metaphor of 

diseases in Chinese society; suffocatings and depressing diseases were usually 

connected to the situation that widows of the bedroom were never opened50. The 

phenomenon that family was a disease metaphor reflects an important trend of 

thought in modern China.  

When western medicine and anatomy were introduced to China in the late Qing 

dynasty, Chinese intellectuals began to feels that, feudal orders and rules in traditional 

families were extremely bad things that damaged both physical body and also human 

nature. During the New Culture Movement, family was “the source of ten thousand 

evils” (wan e zhi yuan), and symbolized the impoverished country as well as the 

disordered society. Living habits such as eating and sleeping together were targets of 

public criticism in that time. Filial piety imprisoned individual’s body in genealogies 

and prevented them from having independent personalities. Even worse, these habits 

and virtues were believed to have seriously endangered young people’s health.  

In Chinese traditional families, children usually were ordered by their parents to 

get married under the age of eighteen. These juvenile couples’ bodies were still 

immature. As a result, most of the babies they gave birth to were very weak and died 

at an early age. In the New Life Movement, such critical discourse of Chinese 

families was inherited used by officials to regulate the relationships between 
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individual, family, and the state in order to create a modern, civilized Chinese 

people’s bodies. In next section, I shall further analyze the importance and functions 

of this kind of disease metaphor in the New Life Movement.  

Disease as a Metaphor of National Crisis 

Since the late Qing dynasty, a rhetoric that compared disease to the present state 

of the country and the national crisis began to be prevalent in Chinese people’s daily 

conversations and narrations. This disease metaphor has a premise that was accepted 

by the whole society: the country can be viewed as a living person. China was 

invaded and colonized by western foreigners, but at the same time, the internal 

conflicts became more and more intense. Therefore in the opinions of people during 

the late Qing dynasty, China was like a dying patient who suffered from stubborn 

diseases. In 1895, for the first time Yan Fu used the word “East Asian sick man” 

(dong ya bing fu) to refer China. Later, Liang Qichao also described China as a sick 

man who “had been insensitive for a long time” (ma mu bu ren jiu yi). The way to 

view the country as a man with diseases became popular among Chinese and foreign 

newspapers. Modern intellectuals claimed that the diseases China had in that time 

were actually caused by both the internal injuries and external factors, and that even 

the best doctor would be ineffective. At the same time, revolutionists, reformers, and 

intellectuals in the society usually considered themselves to be “doctors” who tried to 

find useful ways to alleviate China’s pains and sufferings. The western technologies, 

the reforms of the governments, the revolts launched by different groups of people, 

and the new customs (such as cutting the braids, wearing western-style clothes, and 
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shaking hands) all turned into medical treatments to cure the country’s diseases.  

In modern times, people used the word disease to indicate the internal troubles 

and foreign invasions China confronted. However, this metaphor also frequently 

related to Chinese people’s physiques and health conditions. China was called “the 

East Asian sick man” not only because serious crisis happened in domestic and 

foreign affairs, but also due to the impression that Chinese people were always 

unhygienic. For example, a stereotypic view was that Chinese smoked opium and they 

were much weaker than westerners. In a novel called The Mirror of Medical Field (Yi 

jie jing) written in the late Qing dynasty, two Chinese claimed they had invented a 

new medicine which could successfully cure all diseases in the world and help 

Chinese people’s bodies get stronger. The name of this new medicine is very 

interesting----- “the drug to mend the sky” (bu tian yao). The term “mend the sky” 

indicated that this medicine could both replenish the inborn constitutions of Chinese 

people and repair the country of China, which was on the point of collapse.  

In another novel Introducing a Good Doctor (jie shao liang yi), which was 

written during the late Qing period, a Chinese man who was obscene by nature went 

to a foreign doctor’s house by accident. The doctor surgically changed his organs. 

After such a body transformation, this Chinese man achieved supreme enlightenment 

and became a very good person. In this novel, the Chinese patient can be viewed as a 

metaphor of the country itself. The importance of the metaphor is that the doctor not 

only cured Chinese people’s bodies but also changed the national characteristics and 

therefore cured the country’s diseases. The comparison of disease with national crisis, 
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in many ways reflected the Chinese people’s common desire to both revitalize the 

country and the race. Meanwhile, such discourse “was clearly part of the project to 

reinsert ‘China’ into an international narrative of history and progress”51.  

Such discourse of disease and country also appeared in the various disease 

metaphors promoted by the New Life Movement. For example, in a magazine article 

called “Cure the Country and Cure the People (Yi guo yu yi min)”, the author wrote,  

但是我东亚病夫，病胄太深。党国成立以来，旧病新病，相率发作。或是指

大于肱，肱大于股，为贾长沙所痛哭；我中央忍痛茹辛，毅然割治，虽断指流血

所不惜。或是胃胄细菌，乘机发作，为范文正所忧心；我中央不惜委曲求全，徐

行疏浊，以澄清其肠胃。或是外来之肠窒扶司，猩红热，鼠疫，赤痢..迭相侵犯；

我中央不惜急治缓和，以使外祸之不入。病也多了，治病的方药也多了。国之能

存，全仗医国圣手，蒋委员长汪院长诸领袖，就是目前医国之扁鹊公了52。 

(Yet the helmet of disease is too grave for our East Asian sick man. Since the 

establishment of the party-state, its old and new illnesses broke out one after another. 

Sometimes the finger was bigger than the upper arm and the upper arm was bigger 

than the thigh, while the country cried bitterly for selling Changsha; our central 

government bore the pains and hardships, resolutely cut and healed the diseased 

region. Even though the finger was cut off and (the country) was bleeding, the central 

government would never balk at any sacrifices. Sometimes the bacteria in the stomach 

seized the opportunity to cause diseases which were worried by Fan Wenzheng53; our 
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central government did not hesitate to compromise for the sake of the general interest. 

It gradually relived the muddy streams in order to clear the country’s stomach and 

intestine. Sometimes diseases that come from outside such as intestine obstructs, 

scarlet fever, plague, dysentery characterized by blood in the stool…attacked the 

country one after another; our central government did not hesitate to give rapid 

treatments and alleviated the illnesses, and so prevented the external disasters entering 

China. With the number of diseases became larger, there were more and more 

prescriptions to cure these diseases. The existence of the country is depended on sage 

doctors who cure the country’s illness. The Chairman Chiang, President Wang, and 

many other leaders are exactly the Bian Que54 in our current times who offer medical 

treatment to the country.)  

This paragraph, along with other articles in newspapers and magazines, reflect 

the main features of disease metaphors in the New Life Movement. First, China was 

thought to have very serious diseases. National crisis such as the loss of Changsha, the 

invasions of Japanese, and the endless conflicts between Kuomintang and Communist 

party were compared to stomach disease, intestine troubles, scarlet fever and many 

other “old and new illnesses”. It is noteworthy that when the country was personified 

and became “the East Asian sick man”, it was similar to a real human physical body 

that could live, die, fall ill and recover55. Political systems and medical terms were 

linked together. For example, “dissect and rebuild the nation” became a popular 

phrase in this period. Meanwhile, China, portrayed as a patient in these metaphors, 
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had its own limbs, organs and blood, which referred to the cities and political 

institutions. In the foregoing paragraph, the loss of Changsha was described as cutting 

fingers. Chinese social organization and groups were described as the upper arm and 

the thigh. Some enemies of the Kuomintang government such as the Communist party 

were described as stomach bacteria. Most importantly, Chinese citizens were 

described as cells within the country’s body. “The function of the cell, for one thing is 

to find nutrition to replenish, for another is to resist foreign aggressions and 

invasions”56. The existence of individuals must be predicated on the existence of the 

nation.  

Second, the word “patient” or “sick man” indicated that the modern China 

suffered a national crisis in modern times. However, the metaphor sometimes also 

referred to some specific societies. In the article “Cure the Country and Cure the 

People”, the author discussed how the various diseases belonged to different countries 

and societies. For example, a capitalist country had all the fat in its upper part of the 

body while the lower part of the body gradually became so thin that it was unable to 

stand up. In contrast, communist country could not move the tendons and muscles all 

over its body because of the spasm, its head and butt were in the same location, its 

heart and intestine worked together to coexist, and its hands and feet calloused57. By 

using these metaphors, the author tried to convey a message: all enemies of the 

Kuomintang government, no matter if they were foreign capitalist countries or the 

Chinese Communist party, did not fully possess developed institutions and civilization 
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and could not exist for long. Furthermore, only the country that was guided by the 

Three Principles of the People (San min zhu yi) could be healthy (which was China 

led by the Kuomintang government).  

Third, the Kuomintang government leaders were often compared to skillful 

doctors who could cure China’s diseases. Chiang Kai-shek and Wang Ching-wei were 

described as “sage doctors who cure the country’s illness” and were mentioned in the 

same breath with the famous ancient doctor Bian Que. As a result, the New Life 

Movement which was launched by Kuomintang became “a good medicine that can 

bring dying Chinese citizens back to life”58. In addition, good medicine included the 

morals, customs, and hygiene knowledge that were promoted in the movement. 

Virtues such as propriety, justice, integrity and honor could cure Chinese people’s 

problems such as gossip, cowardice, extravagance, gambling and visiting prostitutes.  

At the same time, “good medicine” could save the nation from extinction. 

Finally, this kind of disease metaphor always could be referenced to both the 

state system and its people’s physical bodies, and so could make connections between 

the state and the people. The discourse of the New Life Movement referred not only 

to the national crisis and social turbulence, but also to concrete diseases such as 

venereal disease, syphilis, tuberculosis, and cholera that were prevalent in China. The 

“East Asian sick man” is a metaphor of both Chinese society and Chinese people who 

got diseases. National crisis destroyed the people’s bodies; while the crisis in Chinese 

society was exactly due to weakness of Chinese people’s bodies and their high death 
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rate. Therefore, the most effective way to improve one’s heath condition would be to 

promote hygiene knowledge and prevent diseases. Through such metaphors, the 

discourses of “cure the disease” and “save the country” were interconnected in the 

New Life Movement. 59 
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BEHIND THE METAPHOR: THE IDEAL BODY IN THE NEW LIFE 

MOVEMENT 

   In last chapter, I introduced three kinds of metaphors about disease that can be 

found in various texts of the New Life Movement. As mentioned earlier, disease was 

compared to the invaders of the state, the bad health habits in Chinese traditional 

family, and the national crisis that China faced during 1934-1949. In their book 

Metaphors We Live By, George Lakoff and Mark Johnsen have pointed out the 

importance of metaphor in power relationships, political discourses, and people’s 

everyday life experiences. Metaphor is not merely a linguistic term. That is, when we 

describe and experience one kind of thing in terms of another60, metaphor will 

influence our understandings about what we experience, how we construct our 

thoughts and behaviors, and even how we may redefine how we understand the truth 

and reality of what we experience. 

In this section, I do not intend to focus on the special characteristics of metaphor 

in the cognitive linguistic field. The question I try to answer in this chapter is in what 

specific ways can a certain kind of metaphor be used by the state and mainstream of a 

society to regulate social relations, and to create common experiences and identities. 

In the New Life Movement, disease metaphors were pervasive in government’s 

documents, newspapers, and magazines. What are the functions and the ultimate goals 

of these metaphors? How did the state expect Chinese people to understand their 

disease, family and the country? How did these metaphors influence people’s life 
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styles and views of body? In the following sections, I will discuss in detail the 

functions and impacts of these three disease metaphors, as well as the ideal Chinese 

citizen’s body that the state expected to construct by using these metaphors in the 

New Life Movement.  

The “Soldier” in the New Life Movement 

By the time the New Life Movement was launched in Jiangxi Province in 1934, 

the Kuomintang Government was confronted with a severe circumstance. In his book 

The Abortive Revolution: China under Nationalist Rule, 1927-1937, Lloyd E. 

Eastman has claimed that during this time, the revolution of Kuomintang had already 

failed and “there were no idealists or persons of true revolutionary fervor left in the 

Kuomintang”61. While such a statement may seem a little too extreme and absolute, 

Eastman indeed offered numerous examples to demonstrate what he believed to be the 

serious political crisis faced by the government in the 1930s.  

First of all, there had been a long-standing conflict between Kuomintang and the 

Communist Party. Before the Kuomintang government was set up in Jiangxi Province 

in 1928, this province was one of the earliest bases for the Communist Party. 

Compared to the Kuomintang, the communists “had become closely identified with 

the mass movement”62. According to Ho Ying-ch’in, one of Kuomintang leaders in 

that time, Kuomintang members were “unwilling to do the real and lower-level work”, 

while “the communists naturally took on this work to split our party from the peasants 
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and workers”63. In order to retrieve the political power from the communists as well 

as to reconstruct Jiangxi area, Kuomintang launched a series of military campaigns 

and purged the communists during the 1920s and the 1930s. However, even though 

the communists were forced to retreat into the countryside and mountain areas, the 

purge was criticized by the public. Kuomintang not only employed extreme bloody 

measures against the communists, but also killed many activists who had no 

relationship to the Communist Party. As a result, Kuomintang’s authority was faced 

challenges.  

In addition, serious problems and crisis evolved inside the Kuomintang Party. 

Just as Eastman stated, “the Kuomintang had always been a loosely knit organization 

with an exceedingly disparate membership”64. Some members cared little about the 

party’s revolutionary spirit and goals. Chiang Kai-shek himself had expressed his 

disappointment with the Party. After the government got to Nanking, many party 

members “developed erroneous thoughts of struggling for power and profit, and no 

longer willing to sacrifice”65. The decadence of revolutionary courage, along with the 

ineffective institutions and corruptions inside the party, demised Kuomintang’s 

original power and force.  

Most importantly, the invasion of the Japanese intensified during this time, the 

Sino-Japanese War broke out in 1937. By 1938, the country was under heavy fire and 

“the northern counties of Jiangxi were at the center of the battles against the 
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Japanese”66. The Kuomintang government had to make adjustments and prepare for as 

well as participate in the war. “Claiming to be China’s only legitimate power”67, the 

Kuomintang government faced many precarious challenges inside and outside China. 

Therefore, the most urgent thing for the Kuomintang government was to redefine and 

eliminate its enemies, centralize its power and authority in order to resist the Japanese 

aggression and internal conflicts.  

    According to Lakoff and Johensen, a metaphor will be most effective and 

understandable when the similarities between the tenor and vehicle are constructed 

and emphasized. In the New Life Movement, germs and virus were compared to 

invaders, the human body was compared to the battlefield, while the struggle between 

humans and disease was compared to a war between the state’s government on one 

side with the other side being Japanese armies, imperialists, and communism enemies. 

These concepts were closely connected together and gradually equated with each 

other. Disease was an experience of life that occurred to every ordinary person. The 

pain and sufferings disease brought to the human body were far more alien to them. 

When such s metaphor was used, the horror and negative feelings about disease were 

able to be imposed on those enemies that the Kuomintang government intended to 

construct. In this way, the metaphor could evoke people’s strong emotions and helped 

them redefine the enemies they should attack.  

Lakoff and Johensen have also pointed out that the similarities between the tenor 
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and vehicle are not always there; instead, they are constructed in particular contexts in 

order to make the metaphor more effective in political and communication fields. As 

the main users of such disease metaphors, the leaders of the New Life Movement first 

needed to identify the similarities between the tenor and vehicle, and then to persuade 

people accept these similarities. The numerous descriptions and reports about the 

bacteriological warfare in this period therefore can be viewed as a way to construct 

the similarities between disease and war as well as to help Chinese people become 

more accepting of such disease metaphors.  

During the New Life Movement, bacteriological warfare became the focus of the 

public’s attention. Various newspaper and magazine articles reported that 

bacteriological warfare had been launched by the imperialists and Japanese invaders. 

The idea was that imperialists and Japanese used all kinds of methods to convey many 

deadly germs into China in order to make Chinese soldiers lose their fighting ability 

because of illness68 as well as cause death among civilians.  

The descriptions of bacteriological warfare were often filled with exaggerated 

expressions and imagined outcomes. For example, some reports claimed that Japanese 

enemies had already used one hundred airplanes to spread bacteria and germs into 

China69 while imperialists had put germs inside China’s tap water reservoirs70. Others 

believed that Chamberlain, who was the Prime Minister of UK, had developed new 

bacteriological weapons71. In spite of their ambiguous language and lack of evidence, 
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these descriptions repeatedly emphasized an important viewpoint namely that disease 

and death were caused by the foreign invaders’ bacteriological warfare. It is unclear 

whether the widespread outbreaks of cholera and plague were really the result of the 

air-dropped germs 72 , but these detailed descriptions of bacteriological warfare 

successfully connected these events, that may, in fact have only been pure 

coincidences. As a result, invaders, war, and disease became interrelated concepts. 

Lakoff and Johensen have stressed that one way to construct similarities between 

tenor and vehicle in a metaphor is to find the “correlations we perceived in our 

experience”73. In bacteriological warfare, since invader becomes the cause and source 

of disease, the close relationships between these two concepts allow people to equate 

them with each other. Similarities are then created based on the correlations. 

Consequently, in the discourse of bacteriological warfare, invaders were considered as 

the disease itself.  

    When the similarities between disease and invaders were constructed, disease 

metaphors changed ordinary people’s views about bacteria, the human body, and war. 

Disease was no longer considered as a part of human body in which it exists. Contrary 

to the theories of traditional Chinese medicine, disease was not the product of the 

unbalance of qi. Instead, disease was produced by external “invaders” such as germs 

and bacteria. Since the relationship between a human and disease was described as a 

war, disease was then portrayed as a corporeal enemy and an “other”74. In the context 
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of bacteriological warfare, disease and germs were not born inside China. Foreign 

enemies and invaders were the chief culprit of disease-related disasters. Just as Sontag 

has stated, when disease becomes a metaphor of invaders, there is “a link between 

imagining disease and imagining foreignness”. “It lies perhaps in the very concept of 

wrong, which is archaically identical with the non-us, the alien”75. With the help of 

this metaphor, the state and government could entail mobilizations of the entire 

country as well as persuade its citizens to annihilate not only disease but also the 

state’s enemies.  

    In this context of military metaphors about disease, individual citizen in the New 

Life Movement would be treated as a “solider”. These metaphors combined “two 

motifs that were central to the identity of China”: Chinese people as victims of 

imperialism, and Chinese people as victims of nature76. The dual victimization pushed 

Chinese people toward completion of dual tasks. They must destroy various diseases 

as the other being of human health and the political enemies as the other being of the 

country and the people. In this way, hygiene gradually possessed political and moral 

significance. By taking part in hygienic campaigns, ordinary people could fight 

against the Japanese armies, imperialists and other hostile forces of the state 

powerfully. 

The New Life Movement successfully created similarities between disease and 
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war. This movement also changed the public’s view of disease and the importance of 

hygiene. Meanwhile, the descriptions and imaginations about the bacteriological 

warfare in this period emphasized the particular view that disease as well as war were 

caused by external invaders. In the name of disease, the horror was then imposed on 

imperialists, Japanese invaders, communists, and other enemies that the government 

tried to construct. The ultimate goal of these metaphors was to stimulate people’s 

patriotism and willingness to fight, and to change them into volunteers in the public 

health and into soldiers who defended their country.  

The Body that Liberated from Traditional Families 

According to numerous historical materials in the New Life Movement, many 

diseases that devastated Chinese society in that time period were thought to be caused 

by bad habits of daily life cultivated within traditional Chinese families. These 

unhygienic habits include sharing towels and cups, spitting in homes, as well as the 

intimate ways of eating and sleeping together77. Chinese doctors and health specialists 

particularly portrayed tuberculosis as a family disease. While in most Western 

societies tuberculosis was believed to be the evil consequence of industrialization and 

modernization, this particular disease in China was closely related to unhygienic, 

uncivilized traditional families. When the family became the source and gathering 

place of disease, it also turned into a synonym and metaphor of disease. The allegedly 

pathogenic structure of the Chinese family was considered to be the origin of myriad 
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social problems78 . As for advocates of the New Life Movement who devoted 

themselves to rejuvenate the country, reformation of family health habits became a 

critical focus. In this section, I will analyze how the New Life Movement recreated 

the image of Chinese traditional family and gave birth to new citizen bodies that were 

autonomous and liberated from the traditional families by means of various 

discourses.  

In her book Chiang Kai-shek: An Unauthorized Biography, Emily Hahn stated 

that one of the direct causes of the New Life Movement was that Chiang’s wife, Song 

Meiling, had a long standing grievance about Chinese people’s unhygienic life habits, 

especially their family habits. Song mentioned that she was miserable about “the 

happy-go-lucky dirtiness of Chinese kitchens, and the communal feeding bowl into 

which everyone stuck his sucked chopsticks”. Therefore, she decided to serve as 

model, and “insisted on a set of serving chopsticks with each dish” even in her own 

house79. Among many health pledges and rules made and promoted by the state’s 

health specialists, a large percentage of them were related to the family life habits. 

Similar to Song’s propositions, these pledges emphasized that every family member 

should possess a new set of daily necessities. New family habits should also be 

cultivated though activities such as taking showers and having meals. For example, in 

a primary school in Jiangxi Province, teachers and students together made a set of 

health pledges that all of them should observe in school and family lives. One of these 
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pledges is “we must use our own towels to wash face80.  

Similar appeals were also made by the officials and social media. In 1937, a 

magazine called The Guide of the New Life Movement (Xin yun dao bao) published an 

article which put forward the appropriate life habits for children. With a child’s lively 

tone, this article introduced the potential damages of unhygienic family habits to one’s 

body and health. “I have to use my own tea cups, bowls, chopsticks, and towels. In 

general occasions, we cannot share these items with someone who has contagious 

diseases. Even in our families, there unusually exist some chronic diseases, such as 

tuberculosis. All these diseases will be transmitted by means of tea cups, bowls, and 

chopsticks. Therefore, we had better only use our own daily necessities. As for towels, 

they are the cause of trachoma and skin diseases. So it is much safer to only use our 

own towels. We also must not use towels that shared in public places, such as opera 

house and restaurant”81. In the same time period, Wang Ching-wei, who was an 

important leader in Kuomintang government, addressed similar concerns. He also 

pointed out the importance of separating meals. Wang called on Chinese people not to 

share their tableware with other people. Every family member should have their own 

bowls, chopsticks, and small dishes. “After all family members have taken a seat, 

each person will first use the spoon to ladle out soup and use chopsticks to pick up 

foods, and only then can they start to eat”82.  

In his article “Habituating the Four Virtues: Ethics, Family, and the Body in the 
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Anti-Tuberculosis Campaigns and the New Life Movement”, Sean Hsiang-lin Lei 

stated an idea that by inventing and promoting new hygienic utensils, the state was 

able to reshape Chinese people’s bodies without using tough policies and laws, or 

filling their minds with abstract knowledge on hygiene. On the contrary, the state 

would regulate its citizens’ bodies “with a set of formulaic health habits reinforced by 

hygienic utensils”83and in this way reconstruct the relationships among the people, the 

family, and the state. Individually used towels, tea cups, and other utensils could 

successfully reduce direct contact among family members. Family members also were 

encouraged not to share basic household items, sleep in one bed, or eat from the same 

dishes, even with someone of the same blood or someone they loved. This strategy 

required that family members reminded themselves constantly of the risks of potential 

diseases and death that they could suffer by intimate contacts with others.  

Wang Jingwei once emphasized the increasing power of “social punishment” 

(she hui zhi cai)---namely, the use of social norms, habits, and values to discipline 

people84. In this case, when every ordinary person began to relate traditional families 

to disease and started to use individual hygienic utensils consciously or unconsciously 

in their family life, they would have a completely new sense—as long as they share 

items such as cups, combs, towels, and toothbrushes with their family members, their 

bodies would be more likely to feel unease and uncomfortable, and they themselves 

would experience the feelings of disgust and immorality. As a result, if they find 
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someone with bad family habits, they would condemn him together. According to 

Wang, this kind of “social punishment” sometimes is more effective than law 

enforcement or other coercive political policies. During the New Life Movement, 

health rules and pledges about family life were published and reprinted in many 

newspapers and magazines. In schools, students were required to participate in tests 

and competitions related to hygienic knowledge, in which they were supposed to 

identify the most appropriate and inappropriate family habits. As a result, new health 

habits and social values were emphasized continuously in these activities. Chinese 

people’s bodies were reshaped by the state and the society.   

By promoting new individual health utensils and emphasizing the decreasing 

contact among family members, these health pledges and rules in the New Life 

Movement somehow awakened a unique sense of individual body. Chinese people 

were transformed into modern individuals, who were autonomous and liberated from 

the confinement of the traditional patriarchal family85. Once disease was formed as a 

metaphor of traditional Chinese family, the state was able to extricate its citizens from 

their intimate relationships with family members and so change their ways of life. The 

concept of private space started to arouse some concern. 

The image of Chinese family was also seriously changed though these discourses. 

The criticism of family can be traced back to the New Culture Movement around 

1919, and was also widely seen during Mao’s era after 1949. In an article written by 

Fu Sinian, who was one of the advocates of the New Culture Movement, family was 
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“the source of thousands of evils” (wan e zhi yuan). As soon as a child comes to the 

world, “the family teaches him how to abandon the self to others, to be an obedient 

son of parents, but it never teaches the child to be himself. In short, it strives for a 

complete destruction of one’s individuality”86. In the New Life Movement, disease 

and family were always related with each other. Consequently, they both became the 

crime culprits who seriously endangered the energies and health of ordinary Chinese 

people, especially the youth. Yet the expected goals and premise of the New Life 

Movement and the New Cultural Movement were quite different. I will further 

discuss the particularity of the New Life Movement in next section.  

However, such disease metaphors about Chinese family have drawn my attention 

to a paradox that always existed in the New Life Movement. To some degree, the 

movement itself is a contradiction. For one thing, in the actual implementation 

process of the New Life Movement, the state encouraged people to liberate from the 

intimate family lives, to discard traditional family ethics, and to become a new 

individual by relating Chinese family to disease. For another, the advocates of the 

movement appealed to people, even from the very beginning of the movement, to 

recover Chinese traditional Confucian moralities such as “propriety, righteousness, 

integrity, and the sense of shame” (li yi lian chi). In ancient Chinese societies, these 

moralities were built on the close connections between individuals, families, and the 

country. Confucianism compared the country to a big family and claimed that the 

ruler should take care of his people just like a father. At the same time, every ordinary 
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person should first maintain the family harmony and show filial obedience to the 

parents, because Confucians believed that family harmony was the foundation of 

social stability. Therefore, moralities such as “propriety, righteousness, integrity, and 

the sense of shame” centered on the life in traditional families. They did not talk much 

about personal benefits yet they placed individual’s body into the complicated 

network of state, family, and the society. People and their relatives, family members 

must rely on each other.  

This paradox has forced me to think about what are the real goals and intentions 

of the New Life Movement. Did this movement really intend to awaken the sense of 

individualism and privacy among Chinese people? Or was the movement’s aim to 

cultivating habits by using disease metaphors, which made individuals within a family 

automatically keep a distance from others and submit themselves to the state’s 

commands like machines? I will continue to discuss these questions in next section.     

Nationalizing the Body 

The disease metaphors used in the New Life Movement have connected 

traditional Chinese family with disease and as a result, created a new body that was 

more autonomous and liberated from family intimate relationships. Sean Hsiang-lin 

Lei has argued that such discourse helped the state change its people into more 

independent “individuals”. He also compared the new sense and understandings of 

bodies formed during this time period to the Western concept “individualism”(geren 

zhuyi)87. However, given the fact that the movement was designed to revive Chinese 
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traditional morals such as propriety, righteousness, integrity, and the sense of shame 

in people’s everyday life, we have to rethink the question of whether the New Life 

Movement really encouraged the development of individualism in China.  

The word Geren zhuyi was invented by Meiji intellectuals in Japan in order to 

translate Western theories of “individualism”88. It was introduced to China at the turn 

of twentieth century and soon became one of the most important slogans in the May 

Fourth era. When analyzed the discourse of individualism in modern China, Lydia Liu 

warned scholars not to view geren zhuyi simply as either a counterpart or a distorted 

image of the Western idea individualism; instead, the unique meanings and 

importance of this concept should be carefully studied in particular Chinese context. 

The idea of individualism is not completely new in Chinese literature. Its origin can 

be traced to Ming dynasty and was closely related to the writing styles of The School 

of Self-Expression (Xing ling pai), which emphasized that the writer should always 

write about his genuine inner feelings lively and naturally. During the New Culture 

Movement around 1919, intellectuals started to officially use the words such as 

individual (ge ren) and individualism (geren zhuyi), only then did these words become 

chief signposts on the discursive terrain of the self in modern China89. Nowadays 

scholars have already get used to a viewpoint that the birth of individualism, 

subjectivism or the consciousness of self distinguished Chinese modern literature after 

1919 from classical literature.  

Many literary works in this period included increased notions or portrayals of 
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individualism. The criticism and condemnation of traditional family also constituted 

major themes in many literature works. One of the most outstanding examples is The 

Family, a novel written by Ba Jin in 1931. The feudalist family in this novel was 

portrayed as the greatest enemy of the protagonist’s happiness and vitality. Elder 

family members only spent their time playing mahjong, going to the opera, and 

drinking. There was “never a day goes by without open quarrels and secret 

wrangles”90. Young people in the family were forced into arranged marriges to 

someone they did not love, and many of them died at a young age because of sorrows 

and diseases. The main character Gao Juexin is very similar to the typical 

“superfluous man” in Russian literature. Gao Juexin was influenced by the May 

Fourth Movement and was aware of the oppressive atmosphere of his family. 

However, he had no courage to resist, and so became “a spineless, supine Young 

Master”91 who always showed obedience to the family. Such kind of main characters 

are commonly seen in Republican period novels. Quite different from classical novels’ 

protagonists who sever as merely an element within the nexus of patriarchal kinship92, 

these characters embodied a sense of self and subjectivism. Their awakening process 

was from the inside out. They understood the new thoughts and revolutionary ideas. 

Deep in their heart, they had intentions to liberate themselves from the family, pursue 

dignity and freedom become a new individual. Yet in the real world they could not 

find ways to make any reforms. Therefore, their sense of individualism is usually 
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related to feelings of loneliness, sadness, and self-abused. The writers more focused 

on these characters’ inner activities than their outward actions. They always took a 

more intimate personal approach with which set their own personal characters in 

opposition to the whole society93. The emergence of individualism in these literary 

works became a perfect embodiment of the difficulties of becoming a completely 

independent individual as well as the typical dilemma of modernity94.     

Even though the New Life Movement advocates attempted to separate 

individuals from their households, what they really intended to cultivate was 

obviously not this kind of individualism. In contrast to the individualism discourse 

that was popular in the May Fourth era, we can hardly find among various official 

files, magazine articles, and health rules during the New Life Movement period the 

sense of loneliness and sadness, the desire for freedom and dignity, or even the free 

indirect writing style which express one’s innermost feelings. By emphasizing health 

habits and civilized behaviors, authors of these texts in most cases only told readers 

what they should do in their daily life. Authors did not pay too much attention to 

individual’s thoughts and inner feelings, nor did they want to start a spiritual 

enlightenment movement within the mass public. Instead, the various publications 

appeared to placed more emphasis on habits, behaviors, and physical activities. What 

were the actual goals the movement advocates intended to meet by highlighting the 

body habits? What kind of individual body was the New Life Movement is devoted to 

create?  
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Answers to these questions can be best understood in the context of the third type 

of disease metaphors. During the New Life Movement, disease was used as a 

metaphor of national crisis while the nation itself was usually compared to a patient. 

In this context, individual citizens were described as cells within the body of “the East 

Asian sick man”. They were responsible for defense against the aggression of 

biological as well as social and political germs. In an article called “The New Life 

Movement and the National Health (Xin sheng huo yun dong yu min zu jian kang)”, 

the author clearly stated the expected relationship between the state and individuals 

during this time：  

蒋先生说：“生命的意义，在于制造其将来继续的生命，生活的目的，在于

增进我人类共同的生活。”人类从诞生以至很远的将来都是同命的，从一个人以

至所有的人类都是同体的…一个人的生命，只是人类生命的一个电子，一个人的

生活，只是人类生活的一个细胞…人身没有了生命没有生活，每个电子和细胞都

要死灭。 

…一个民族的健康，当然也在于一个民族有共同的生命与生活。人与人互相

爱助，共同生存，人类便获得健康…民族是人类以种族地域区分的一个小个体，

由于每个人精神体魄的健康，民族才有健康。  

(Mr Chiang said, “The significance of life (the period of animate existence) is to 

make a life that will continue in the future. The significance of life (the experience of 

existence) is to enhance our mankind’s common life”. From the emergence of 

mankind to the distant future, we all share the same life. From one person to the 

whole body of mankind, we all have the same body…One person’s life (period) is 
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only an electron of the mankind’s life. One person’s life (experience) is only a cell of 

the mankind’s life…When the human body is not alive and does not have life 

experience, each electron and cell will be dead and destroyed.  

…A nation’s health certainly lies in the common life period and experience of 

the nation’s people. Only people love and help each other, and live a common life, can 

the mankind achieve health…nation is a small individual part of the mankind which is 

divided by races and regions. Only because every person’s spirit and physical body 

are healthy, the nation itself is healthy.95 ) 

At first glance, there seems to be a contradiction between body-nation type of 

metaphor and the metaphor in which disease is related to the Chinese traditional 

family. When disease was portrayed as a metaphor of national crisis and individuals 

were portrayed as cells within a body, individual life was far less important than the 

nation’s common life and common experience. In order to help the nation become 

strong and healthy, people must unite and rely on each other. Their close and 

inseparable relationships were particularly emphasized. Yet when disease was a 

metaphor of the traditional family, the New Life Movement’s advocates stressed the 

potential dangerous consequences of bad family habits, tried to help people keep a 

distance from their family members and change them into autonomous individuals 

who were liberated from family. Just as Frank Dikötter stated, during the republican 

period of China, “nationalist discourses introduced a polarity between a relatively 

independent individual, based on the idea of self-regulation, and the coercive 
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intervention of civil society, justified in the name of the collective health of the 

nation”96. So how could these two types of disease metaphors coexist in the New Life 

Movement? 

In an article titled “Promoting the New Life Movement and Wiping out Diseases 

that Can Vanquish the Nation (Ti chang xin sheng huo yun dong yu pu mie wang guo 

bing)”, the author introduced the dangers of family disease and emphasized that 

because one family member can infect another, no one in the family can escape, the 

author then end the article with such conclusion: 

现在新生活运动开始了，目的在于国家和民族的复兴。凡足以弱种弱国妨碍

复兴的障碍，无疑都要迅速消灭。 

(Now the New Life Movement begins, its goal is to revive the state and the 

nation. All obstacles that are enough to weaken the race and the state and are enough 

to prevent the rejuvenation are no doubt will be destroyed quickly97.) 

Such expressions have provide insight into the ultimate goal of the New Life 

Movement. The real intention of the movement’s advocates is not to liberate people 

from traditional household or to cultivate a sense of individualism. Instead, the reason 

people were encouraged to be separated from their family members was to avoid the 

diseases that can “weaken the race and the state” and “prevent the rejuvenation” of the 

country. When individuals became autonomous to the family, they still could be 

viewed as a cell of the nation that did not possess more difference or uniqueness than 

other cells. In this context, an individual would not have any intimate relationships to 
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a particular person, for he treated every other individual in the nation equally. His 

body became a tool that was used to revive the nation. From this perspective, there are 

actually no contradictions between the two types of metaphors that we discussed 

above. Their ultimate purpose is the same.  

By promoting new hygienic utensils and cultivating appropriate health habits, the 

state was able to monitor individuals’ bodies and body behaviors in a very effective 

way. The various health pledges and rules required people to obey them without 

taking time to think. When a series of strict postures was prescribed to people under 

the New Life Movement, everyone “became an automatic and standardized body, 

organized, monitored, numbered, and disciplined side-by-side with other bodies”98. 

Habits possess special importance in the implementation stage of the movement and 

helped the movement fulfilled its ultimate goal. Just as Chiang Kai-shek asserted in 

“The Maxim of The New Life Movement (Xin sheng huo yun dong zhen yan)”,  

我们现在所提倡的新生活运动是什么？简单的讲，就是使全国国民的生活能

够彻底的军事化！能够养成勇敢迅速刻苦耐劳，尤其是共同一致的习惯和本能，

能随时为国牺牲！   

(What is the New Life Movement that we are promoting now? In brief, it is 

about to completely militarize the life of all people in the nation! They can form 

personalities such as brave, quick, hardworking and enduring hardships, and 

especially form common and unified habits and instincts and are ready to sacrifice 

                                                             
98 Lei, "Habituating Individuality: The Framing of Tuberculosis and Its Material Solutions in 

Republican China,"278. 
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themselves for the country at all times!99) 

These words explained the real purpose of the three types of disease metaphors 

that were widely used in the New Life Movement. The military metaphors about 

disease changed individuals to soldiers who were willing to fight with enemies; the 

metaphor of traditional family made individual’s body become autonomous and keep 

a distance from family members; the metaphor that compared disease to national 

crisis emphasized all individuals should become part of a unified body and common 

life. All three metaphors together tried to create the idealized body in this period----a 

body that can be monitored and die automatically for the state at any time.     
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GENDERED BODY AND RESISTANT BODY 

In general, the human body that appeared in the disease related metaphors in the 

New Life Movement was a degendered body. It was a battlefield of the war between 

human and disease; a physical entity damaged by bad family habits; and sometimes 

was compared to the poor and powerless country itself. In various official files, 

speeches, newspaper and magazine articles during this period, “the body” was simply 

addressed as “human body” or “physical body”. However, it is not appropriate to 

conclude that the “female body” was treated in the same way as the “male body”. We 

should not assume that an individual’s body only played a passive role and was 

successfully regulated by the state either. More specifically, the active role played 

women in the movement deserves our attention. 

In the beginning of my thesis, I claimed that even though my original intent was 

to analyze the New Life Movement from an individual and subaltern perspective. 

However, my research evolved in ways that allowed more in-depth discussion about 

the internship of the state’s power in people’s everyday life. In brief, documentations 

focused on “individual” and individual resistance to government intervention are hard 

to find and analyze. In her article “The New Life Movement in Jiangxi Province, 

1934-1938”, Federica Ferlanti made a statement which corresponds fairly well to this 

situation. “Archival materials which are now available cannot provide conclusive 

evidence on the impact of the NLM at a grassroots level”, yet she stated that these 

materials “are invaluable for trying together the Nationalists, the state-building 
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process, and the 1930s’ society”100. Following this idea, I studied the diseases 

metaphors in the New Life Movement, and viewed these metaphors as strategies for 

building a nationalized body.  

However, I want to emphasize here that even though I have discussed the New 

Life Movement from the state’s side, we cannot simply assume that all these disease 

metaphors have reached their intended goals and successfully reshaped individual’s 

body. While the individual’s resistance and adaption to government intervention are 

hard to achieve, they still appeared in archrivals in a less obvious way. Hsiao-pei Yen 

in her article “Body Politics, Modernity and National Salvation: The Modern Girl and 

the New Life Movement” offered a good example of the individual’s resistant voice. 

By analyzing how the female body was particularly regulated, viewed, and criticized 

in the movement, the article revealed the hidden yet active voice of women. The 

gender studies approach provided a different aspect of the state’s body-related 

discourses as well as the New Life Movement itself.    

Hsiao-pei Yen revealed the resistant voice of urban women in the New Life 

Movement by analyzing the women magazine Linglong which was very popular in 

1930s’ China. She stated that the Chinese “Modern Girl” (mo deng nv zi), who “could 

speak a little English, wore flamboyant Western clothes, and was often a social 

Butterfly”101, was the main target of the New Life Movement. According to the 

movement’s leaders, “the trope of the Modern Girl contained all of the vices of 

modernity that were believed to bring forth moral degeneration and hinder China’s 
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national salavation”102. Since the Modern Girl was a consumer of the urban culture 

and had a rather free lifestyle, her body was very difficult to be monitored and 

regulated by the state. Therefore, in the official discourse, the Modern Girl was 

usually portrayed as the state’s enemy. However, Hsiao-pei Yen showed us that the 

Modern Girl and urban female did not merely played a passive role in this process. 

Rather, these women “strategically used the official promotion of health to obtain 

bodily freedom in the name nationalism”103. 

For instance, women were not allowed to show their bare arms and legs in public, 

because The New Life Movement believed such behaviors not only revealed a sense 

of liberalism and fetishism, but also went against the traditional Confucian moralities 

that the state attempted to promote. However, some female readers of the Linglong 

magazine found that even though the movement leaders held a negative view towards 

revealing the bare arms and legs, these leaders encouraged women to do physical 

exercise frequently in order to have a healthy body and rejuvenate the country. 

Therefore, Linglong magazine posted a lot of images of female swimmers and movie 

stars in swim suits. Female readers discussed the price and style of swimsuit. 

Swimming became a useful practice that allowed them to expose their bodies and 

resist the state’s regulation and monitoring. From this example, we can find that not 

every individual in the New Life Movement agreed with the state’s body policies, but 

they were able to show their resistance in a very clever way.  
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Hsiao-pei Yen’s did not mention much about the disease metaphors and 

discourses in the New Life Movement. Yet we can expect that the disease metaphors I 

discussed above were also used, adapted, and resisted by male and female individuals 

both consciously and unconsciously. What I want to emphasize here is that even 

though the disease metaphors were used by the state to create an idealized citizen’s 

body that could be monitored and die automatically for the country, we cannot 

conclude with certainty that all individuals’ bodies were really transformed in this 

process.   
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DISEASE, MODERNITY, AND THE DISCOURSE OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

Through the use of various disease metaphors, the Kuomintang government 

attempted to reconstruct its people’s body in order to revitalize the country. At the 

same time, there was an increasing intervention of state power in individuals’ 

everyday life experience. Daily behaviors and habits were endowed with special 

political importance. However, given the fact that these metaphors were all closely 

related to hygiene and disease, have they also changed the concept and the common 

understanding of disease in China’s medical field? Have they speeded up the 

development of Chinese public health system and the realization of the “hygienic 

modernity”? I will further discuss these questions in this section.  

In an article titled “Medical Customs of Shaoxing (Shaoxing zhi yi su)” 

published in 1915, the author Qiu Jisheng described how physicians and ordinary 

people treated disease in traditional Chinese society. He introduced basic knowledge 

of Chinese medicine, such as the relationships between yin and yang, the “mutual 

production and control of the Five Phases”, “the cyclical flow of qi”, and the system 

of body channels104. According to Qiu, disease in the traditional medical field was 

believed to be the result of an imbalance between human and nature and within the 

body itself. Disease was caused by “noxious qi in the body” or “the loss of the hun 

(soul)”. Qiu also discussed the major characteristics of traditional healing practice as 

well as the role of Chinese doctors. For one thing, there were many travelling healers, 

itinerant doctors, and midwives (wen po) who wandered around in streets and 
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marketplaces. They usually went from house to house to seek customers and visited 

patients in their homes. It was also “common for householders to act as their own 

family’s doctor”105. For another, many scholarly physicians had “inherited their 

knowledge from family members or through apprenticeships”106.  

Such understanding of disease that Qiu introduced in this article was remarkably 

different from those in the New Life Movement. As stated in Qiu’s article, traditional 

doctors believed disease was caused by an abnormal imbalance of qi. It appeared 

unexpectedly, closely related to individual’s body conditions and predispositions, as 

well as other particular environmental factors. Their explanations about disease 

reflected a traditional Chinese world view of “harmony between human and nature” 

(tian ren he yi). “Organ functions, acupuncture points, emotions, tastes, smells, 

sounds, and bodily secretions all correspond to specific phases, and thus correspond to 

phenomena in the external world. The body as microcosm mirrors the macrocosm of 

the universe”107. As a result, getting ill was merely a matter of one’s own. The greatest 

harm to physical health was internal depletion, rather than external agents. At the 

same time, traditional healing practice in most cases was taken place in personal 

households, and between individuals. It was not associated with the state, the 

government, or the public. However, through various disease metaphors that were 

used in the New Life Movement, disease was connected to the state’s enemies, bad 

family habits, and national crisis. Taking medicine and seeing a doctor were no longer 

individual behaviors that only took place in private and domestic life space. Instead, 
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such behaviors were linked with national survival. Disease metaphors appeared in 

official files, newspapers, magazines, and advertisements have brought everyday 

health behaviors and habits into a public space. In addition, they have also rendered 

disease new meanings. Disease gradually achieved political and moral importance, 

and became a complex product of the culture and society.  

Through a series of campaigns such as promoting new hygienic utensils, making 

health pledges and rules, eliminating flies and mosquitoes, and establishing health 

inspection committees, the state and government attempted to monitor and regulate 

people’s body, disease, and everyday life. The state had the power and responsibility 

to heal people’s disease and to improve their health conditions. Therefore, can we take 

the view that the New Life Movement speeded up the development of the Chinese 

public health system and brought China to modernity?  

As far as I am concerned, there will be potential dangers in any attempt to 

analyze the New Life Movement from the public health perspective. Public health is a 

Western concept which was created in the mid-nineteenth century. In newly 

industrialized urban centers, sanitary reforms were taken place in order to eliminate 

the source of infectious disease among city residents and as a result, to bring more 

inexpensive labors to the factories and workshops. “This was the first time that the 

health of poor people was considered economically relevant to the governing 

classes”108. Western public health is usually seen as a consequence of “the political 

economy of utilitarianism”109. In contrast, the government-related health campaigns in 
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Republican China were quite different from Western public practices. Bridie Andrews 

noted that early Chinese “public health works” usually came from political reformers. 

They were “not inspired by a concern to increase industrial labor efficiency”; instead, 

they were aimed by finding ways of “promoting national and racial survival in the 

face of Western imperialist expansion”110.  

By saying this, I do not mean that it is impossible to use the term “public health” 

to analyze Chinese history events. However, we need to be especially careful when 

we use the term “public health”. In my thesis, I try to not discuss the New Life 

Movement from the “public health” perspective because for one thing, I am not sure 

about whether the difference between Chinese and Western public health works really 

matters. When we use the Western term “public health”, will we also see health 

campaigns and activities in the New Life Movement as counterparts of Western public 

health works, treat them simply as imitations or primitive versions of the Western 

ones, and believe Chinese modernity is a result of Western influence and colonization? 

I think my current knowledge are still insufficient to answer this question; for another, 

the available archive materials cannot fully proved that those health-related 

campaigns in the New Life Movement really achieved their expected goals, changed 

people’s understanding about disease and hygiene, and inspired successful public 

health works. As a result, I did not use the discourse of “public health” in my analysis.  

 I would rather view the New Life Movement as an effort to rebuild the image of 

the state and regulate individual everyday life experience in modern Chinese history. 
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In this process, metaphors and discourses of disease and hygiene possessed extremely 

importance. They can reconstruct a new subject and at the same time exclude certain 

groups of people from the state’s “imagined community”. In this way, a new body that 

can automatically die for the state government at any time was intended to build.  
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CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, I have discussed three kinds of disease metaphors appeared in the 

New Life Movement: (1) disease as a metaphor of invaders; (2) disease as a metaphor 

of Chinese traditional family; and (3) disease as a metaphor of national crisis. In the 

first kind of metaphor, military terms were widely used describe bacteria and disease. 

By comparing disease particularly to Japanese armies, communists, imperialists, and 

other enemies of the state, the New Life Movement leaders were able to build 

similarities among these concepts and transformed Chinese people into dual 

victims---they were not only the victim of nature and disease, but also the victim of 

war and invasion. As a result, the horror of the war was imposed on disease, while at 

the same time; the horror of the disease was also imposed on invaders and enemies 

that the New Life Movement leaders attempted to construct. The ultimate goal of this 

metaphor was to evoke Chinese people’s strong emotions and desires to fight for the 

state, as well as to help the Kuomintang government eliminate political threats and 

centralize its power.  

In the second kind of metaphor, disease was related to the Chinese traditional 

family. Unhealthy and unhygienic family habits, along with the traditional family 

itself, were considered to be the major source of many serious diseases that were 

widespread in the society. At the same time, New Life Movement leaders promoted 

many new habits and hygienic utensils. For example, Chinese people were 

encouraged to use their own towels, tea cups, bowls, and chopsticks. Since individuals 

were not allowed to share daily necessities even with their relatives, this kind of 
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metaphor was aimed at changing them into new citizens who were autonomous and 

liberated from the traditional family. However, the real intent of the New Life 

Movement leaders was not to cultivate a sense of individualism and freedom. Rather, 

these leaders emphasized more on individual’s outward actions than innermost 

feelings. The reason why individuals were encouraged to keep a distance from the 

family was to avoid the diseases that would weaken the country. Also, by promoting 

habits and utensils, the state was able to monitor individual’s body in an effective 

way.  

In the third kind of metaphor, disease was compared to a national crisis. The 

country became a sick man; the government and the New Life Movement leaders 

became skillful doctors who could cure the country’s disease; individuals became 

cells within the country’s body. This metaphor conveyed an idea that individual’s life 

was far less important than the nation’s common life and common experience. An 

individual’s body was treated as tool to revive the country, and it possessed no more 

significance than any other bodies. In the New Life Movement, these three metaphors 

were used together by the state in order to create a new citizen’s body. It was a body 

that can be easily monitored and die automatically for the state.  

However, when the state used these metaphors to try to regulate individuals’ 

bodies and behaviors through the New Life Movement, there is some evidence that 

some individuals did not merely play a passive role. Even though most 

documentations and archive materials that I analyzed in this thesis only reflected an 

increasing intervention of the state’s power in individual’s daily life, we should 
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remember that individual’s adaption and resistance also existed in the movement. As a 

result, we cannot simply assume that the disease metaphors I discussed above indeed 

changed individual’s body successfully and achieved the movement’s expected goals. 

Nonetheless, the disease metaphors, as well as the New Life Movement itself still can 

be viewed as strategies used by the state to eliminate national crisis, regulate citizen’s 

body, and create common identities. Such strategies revealed the Kuomintang 

government’s state-building efforts and expectations.  
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